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Memorial and tribute 
Now we are in front of the double Zoom Kobe 6 "Prelude" is not only to commemorate the 2011 All-Star votes Wang Bryant and MVP
at home, while in the upper forms of artistic expression using collage, the starfish Other marine life, sharks and other collage together,
this may be the first time to let you scratching their heads, but when you link these patterns together with the city of Los Angeles, you
will get an answer - In homage to Southern California shows that more deeper meaning once again prove to the world, Bryant is to
represent the city of Los Angeles, where ten years time, Bryant's body already imprinted on the spirit of Los Angeles, addition
outside, the black mamba snake at the forefoot sneakers again embodies the essence of the "Black Mamba" in.
City of Heroes 
Bryant's success is no accident, in the commercial league, a player can struggle in the city in more than ten years, which in itself is a
legend, and can own honor and the honor of the city together, perhaps in this league were numbered, Bryant success we do not need
elaborate again, ten years, and the Los Angeles city work hand in hand, we can not imagine what it was like Kobe Bryant, Los
Angeles does not, in our hearts, Bryant has long been in Los Angeles represents.
One pair of boots is a success not only need to have a strong technology and appearance, a loud charismatic name is very
important, once those familiar with the Chinese nickname "Iron", "big armor", "little armor "Are our hearts an indelible memory.
Recently the network exposed the pair of "black armor" Paul Pierce PE seems to pull us back to that era, back neck and 34 indicate
the identity of the owner of the tongue, more commendable is the best signature shoe body.
Nike Air Max + 2014 atomic orange Appreciation 2014-05-06 22:44:00
Nike's flagship shoe Nike Air Max + 2014 launched a new color, white engineering fabric uppers, uppers and air respectively
fluorescent green and orange for decoration and atomic transitions, black Swoosh very conspicuous. Color is very suitable for the
whole pair of shoes to wear this season. Expected retail Nike shoes will soon landed, like a friend, please sustained attention. 
earlier to introduce the New Balance for its classic shoes MRL996 launched innovative series, designer shoes in order to allow you
to meet the needs of today, and the full use of breathable lightweight quality materials to build shoes But the perfect shoe but
preserved, this impressive skill of the designer can be seen. It is reported that the shoe has landed some stores sell foreign and
domestic is no available information, interested friends may wish to look at it.
Nike released a new super-team 2014 season home jersey 2014-02-24 21:03:06
2014 �� 1 17, Nike released 2014 Super League season, the team's home jerseys. Adhering to the Nike philosophy of
environmental protection, the new super team home jersey and shorts are made of 100% recycled plastic bottles extracted from
recycled polyesterinnovation and technology, with the Brazilian team jersey as the Dri-FIT technology and laser cut ventilation holes
can for the players effectively regulate body temperature, dry the best results, so as to enhance game performancein addition, new
jersey design inspiration drawn behalf of the city's classical cultural heritage and team elements, such as the "Royal" word order
within Beijing Guoan collar charm design is full of the capital, Shanghai Shenhua jersey design will reflect the "Magic City" Shanghai
is a modern and pluralistic. New Jersey will be held January 28, 2014 has begun on sale in mainland China Nike stores and the
official online store (nikestore.com.cn). 
Beijing Guoan: spell color design eye-catching fashion, "Royal" word determination to defend the first fight forever 
Beijing Guoan home jerseys continue to use the classic green primary colors, highlights that the two shades of green Stitching with
this spell color shirt design to enhance the overall visual impact. Located inside the collar of "Royal" word combination symbolizes the
ancient totem armor soldiers gold, reflecting the team to defend the capital of football glory and the determination of the first fight
forever. 
Turning to new jersey, Guo'an captain Xu Yunlong, said, "'Royal' character design is very charm collar inside Beijing Guo'an it is to
have such an 'effort' to create his own Manner children . "
Guangzhou Hengda: Hoon striped highlight king of the air, the design inspiration from Italy tiger 
new jersey in the design of a significant change is the addition of the left shoulder at the team logo across the diagonal The dark red
stripe under the inspiration drawn from the winner to accept Xun with the coronation of gradient stripes on both sides are also quite
stylish. In the collar and cuffs is adopted Italian championship gold design blending, filling the domineering king Guangzhou Heng
brigade. Located inside the collar of "Guangzhou is not enough to win," the words, highlight the team's determination to win more
honors in the future. The pattern on the right side of the symbol of the mighty fierce tiger claw marks, with the team logo on the tiger
totem echoes, reflecting the Guangzhou Heng brigade very aggressive style on the field. Needless to say, the whole shirt is the most
eye-catching team logo at the top of the Super League champions three representatives of Venus, Guangzhou Heng brigade striker
Gao Lin said, "Every year saw Venus chest feel very proud because the team every year progress, but also hope in the new season
we can continue to create good results. "
Shanghai Shenhua: Blue classical tradition, stylish sporty 
Shanghai Shenhua team home jersey is still the traditional blue, dark plaid shirt elegant overall appearance. Blue Shield
representative of the inside collar middle Shenhua team logo, a symbol of the stars above team glory, but through the words of which
S-shaped symbol of the "magic" of modern and pluralistic. Shenhua midfielder Xu Liang, when it comes to New Jersey, "said the
collar after the S flag representing Shanghai Shenhua, which inspires us to win more honors for the new season, the city of Shanghai
and the fans."
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